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Each neighbourhood is given a colour and an abbreviation
BDĀ —
GRD —
SKDG —
VSG —
ŠNK —
STPR —
PORI —
GBS —
NWP —
KGD —

Bolderāja, Riga, Latvia
Gaarden, Kiel, Germany
Sarkandaugava, Riga, Latvia
Visaginas, Lithuania
Šnipiškės, Vilnius, Lithuania
Stare Przedmieście, Gdansk, Poland
Pori city centre, Finland
Guldborgsund, Denmark
Nowy Port, Gdansk, Poland
Kronprintz, Kaliningrad, Russia

For each neighbourhood,
study booklet
you will ﬁnd: Baseline
This can be placed in the slits of the boxes.

CONTENT

PACKAGE MANUAL

This is a set of materials
designed to take the viewer
through 10 case studies of
the cultural planning process
the way it was carried out within
the UrbCultural Planning (UCP)
project in the Baltic Sea
Region (2019-2021).
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You will ﬁnd 5 additional copies of your
local neighbourhood booklet.

P

Process booklet and seperate diary pages
The booklets can be placed in the slits of
the boxes. Additionally, the diary pages can
be unfolded and pinned on the wall. One
side is the local language, the other English. You will ﬁnd 5 additional copies of
your local neighbourhood booklet.
Map 1:10 000
A neighbourhood level map can be
attached to metal frames provided or on
the wall with special clips.

For the digital version
of the documentation,
go to:
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Firstly, separate two boxes and
place them next to one another.
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Remove the lids and
take out the contents.

03

Put the tops back so you can
use the boxes as a workspace.

04

Fix boxes together with clips
and place them on a table or
on separate legs!
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Neighbourhood Baseline study and
Process booklets can be placed in
the slits of the boxes to be shown
next to each other.
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Diary pages can be unfolded and
pinned on the wall. One side is the
local language, the other — English.

07

Neighbourhood level map can be
attached to metal frames provided
or on the wall with special clips.
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DIARY OF ACTIVITIES

DIARY OF ACTIVITIES
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2x UCP general introduction posters
These can be placed in the space as
introductory material.
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discussions with partners conducted
after the end of the project
in 2021.
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This booklet is in English.

This package is intended to be
used as informative presentation
material, pop-up exhibitions,
workshops, or other events where
urbanism, societal change, and
culture are discussed! The
material can be organised on
walls, ﬂat on tables or both.

1x Your local neighbourhood
introduction poster
This can be placed in the space
as introductory material.
2x Your local neighbourhood
large scale photo prints
10x Small colourful posters with
names of each neighbourhood
These can help organise the material on
the wall or the table.cale photo prints.
1x USB stick with videos
USB stick contains all the materials in
printable pdf form and videos, which can
be used to create a more immersive
presentation with videos on a tablet near
each neighbourhood section or a
general projection with videos
circulating on loop.

More about UrbCultural Planning project — urbcultural.eu
The documentation package is compiled
and edited by Liva Kreisere and Trevor Davies
(Copenhagen International Theatre)
Design: Reﬂect
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Additionally, in the box,
booklet
you will ﬁnd: Post-process
This booklet contains reﬂective sum-up
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SET-UP
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Envelope with memorabilia material
The contents of each neighbourhood’s
envelope are different. Some might have
books. Some might have stickers or other
memorabilia from the process in the
neighbourhood.
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